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What’s this presentation about?

It is about how to manage Java projects in 
NetBeans.
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Agenda

✤ Why NetBeans?
✤ Choosing a project template
✤ Configuring your environment
✤ Choosing a project template
✤ Creating a NetBeans Standard Project
✤ Importing Eclipse Projects
✤ Using Free Form Projects
✤ Starting with Maven
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Why NetBeans?
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Why NetBeans?

Awesome Tool

Latest Java Features

Tightly Integrated

Intuitive InterfaceActive Community

Open Source

Application Platform Oracle Supported
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Why NetBeans?

Powerful code editor

Refactoring support
VCS integration
Swing GUI Builder
Profiler
Debugger
JavaFX Composer
Project Wizards

Server Integration

Multiple Languages
Flexible Build System
Enterprise Support
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Why NetBeans?

✤ IDE configuration

✤ Project setup

✤ Java SE Development

✤ Java EE Web Development

✤ Editing

✤ Testing, profiling, 
debugging

Oracle Certified Expert, NetBeans Integrated Development 
Environment 6.1 Programmer.

Exam topics:
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Why NetBeans?

✤ How well do you know your IDE?

A Java application can be successfully built and run from NetBeans. However when it 
is run on an end-user’s machine, a java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError error is 
thrown on startup before the main method is invoked. The Java Platforms Dialog (Tools 
| Java Platforms) shows only one entry: JDK 1.6. What is the problem?

A. The end-user is using JRE 6 or newer.
B. The serialVersionUID doesn’t match.
C. The end-user is using JRE 5 or older.
D. The certificate for signing the project’s JAR file has expired.

Correct answer is C.
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Why NetBeans?

✤ How well do you know your IDE?

The interfaces and implementation classes of a popular object-to-relational 
mapping library is to be added to a NetBeans project. The Jar files are 
persistence.jar and persistence-impl.jar for the interface and implementation 
respectively. To which classpath should these libraries be added?

A. Add persistence.jar and persistence-impl.jar to the compile classpath.
B. Add persistence.jar to runtime and persistence-impl.jar to the compile 
classpath.
C. Add persistence.jar and persistence-imple.jar to the runtime classpath.
D. Add persistence.jar to the compile classpath and persistence-impl.jar to the 
runtime classpath.

Correct answer is D.
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Why NetBeans?

✤ Exam is challenging! You need to be familiar with the IDE and use it 
more than a Notepad replacement.

✤ Even if you don’t use NetBeans the exam will firm up your 
knowledge of IDEs and project management.
✤ Eclipse, IDEA, and JDeveloper share many of the same concepts 

and conventions.
✤ If you can pass the exam than you can probably be trusted 

administering Eclipse and IDEA project files.
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Choosing a Project Template
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Choosing a project template

✤ Java 5
✤ JavaFX 3
✤ Java Web 3
✤ Java EE 7
✤ Java ME 9
✤ Maven 9

11 project categories
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Existing 
Project?

Existing 
build?

Yes No

Java Free Form 
Project

Java Project with 
Existing Sources

Yes No

Ant or 
Maven?

Java Project 
Template

Maven Project 
Template

Yes No

Do you have an Eclipse project?

Choosing a project template
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✤ Java Application (main/
applet)

✤ Desktop

✤ Class Library

✤ Java FX

✤ Java Web

✤ Enterprise Application

✤ EJB Module

✤ Enterprise Client

✤ Mobile Application

What type of application?

Choosing a project template
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Rough guidelines:
✤ If it is a new project - Maven.
✤ If it is a Eclipse project try importing it.

✤ If that fails, try Project with Existing Sources.
✤ If you have a existing (aka legacy) project with a highly 

customized Ant file, go with Free Form Project.
✤ NetBeans Standard Projects are good, but Maven is the 

future. Standard projects are good for prototyping or 
small projects.

✤ JavaFX development requires a JavaFX runtime and a 
JavaFX project. 

It isn’t necessary to refactor your project for NetBeans.

Choosing a project template
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Choosing a Project Template

✤ Choosing a project template doesn’t affect choices for file templates. 
For example:

✤ With a Java Desktop Application it is possible to add a JPA 
provider, SVG file etc.

✤ On a Java web application, you can add a Swing form and use the 
GUI builder.

✤ Available menu options do not change. 
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Configuring Your Environment
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Configuring Your Environment

✤ What Java platform is being targeted for deployment?
✤ What version of Ant/Maven is required?
✤ How are dependencies being managed?
✤ What version control system will be used?

Before you get started:
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Configuring Java Platforms

Java platform is managed Tools | Java Platforms
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Ant/Maven Configuration

✤ Ant/Maven configured via Tools | Options

✤ Versions picked are global for all projects

✤ Picks up Maven from the path & uses internal Ant
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Dependency Management

✤ How are dependencies being managed?
✤ Maven repository
✤ Managed directory
✤ Stored externally

✤ Copied into the project 
✤ Dependencies on other projects
✤ NetBeans libraries
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Dependency Management

Choose Tools | Libraries
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Version Control

✤ Supported Version Control Systems 7.x:
✤ CVS - built into the IDE.
✤ SVN - native Subversion client must be installed separately. 

SVN locking NOT supported.
✤ Mercurial - native client must be installed.
✤ git - available in 7.1 beta.
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NetBeans Standard Project
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NetBeans Standard Project

✤ What is a NetBeans standard project?

✤ It is a “native” NetBeans project.

✤ Uses a generated NetBeans Ant script.

✤ Ant script can be customized (separate file)

✤ Ant script can be run from the command line (without NetBeans)

✤ Classpath is managed in NetBeans. 
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NetBeans Standard Project

Choose File | New Project | Java | Java Application
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NetBeans Standard Project

User editable Ant file - can be invoked from 
command line
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NetBeans Standard Project
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NetBeans Standard Project
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NetBeans Standard Project
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NetBeans Standard Project

private contains settings and files 
that are local. These are not 
committed to version control.
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NetBeans Standard Project

External dependencies
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Standard Project Files

✤ build.xml - Ant file for customizations.
✤ build.xml is the ant script you use to build the project.

✤ build.xml imports nbproject/build-impl.xml
✤ build-impl.xml contains the main build tasks. Do NOT edit. It 

defines extension points for build.xml.
✤ nbproject directory contains the project settings/files.
✤ nbproject/private contains settings that are machine specific. This 

directory does not get checked into version control.
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Standard Project Files

✤ When a project is built, the output directory is <project-root>/build.

✤ If JNLP deployment is enabled, a dist directory will also be created.

✤ nbproject/project.xml contains the project settings. Editor overwrites the 
file frequently.
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Standard Project Ant Targets

✤ Targets that can be overridden from nbproject/build-impl:
-pre-init called before initialization of project properties

-post-init called after initialization of project properties

-pre-compile called before javac compilation

-post-compile called after javac compilation

-pre-compile-single called before javac compilation of single file

-post-compile-single called after javac compilation of single file

-pre-compile-test called before javac compilation of JUnit tests

-post-compile-test called after javac compilation of JUnit tests

-pre-compile-test-single called before javac compilation of single JUnit test

-post-compile-test-single called after javac compilation of single JUunit test

-pre-jar called before JAR building

-post-jar called after JAR building

-post-clean called after cleaning build products
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Standard Project Ant

✤ To build the project from the command line:
✤ ant

✤ Ant targets that start with a ‘-’ aren’t meant to be directly 
invoked. Use compile not -compile-depend.

✤ Common Ant targets:

clean
compile
debug
default
deps-clean

deps-jar
jar
javadoc
profile
run
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Standard Project Configuration

✤ Choose File | Project Properties to configure a project.

✤ Following items can be configured:

✤ Sources

✤ Classpath (aka Libraries)

✤ Building/Packaging/Running

✤ Formatting
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Standard Project Sources

Watch source/binary and targeted JRE
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Libraries
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Library Management

✤ IMPORTANT
✤ Unless you specify a library directory, your projects may 

contain paths that are machine specific.
✤ Different versions of NetBeans may not have the libraries.

✤ Using the shared library setting:
✤ JARS etc. will be copied into the directory.
✤ Directory does not have to be placed under the project root.

✤ Think about deployment outside of the IDE. 
✤ Centralizing JAR files makes the app easier to deploy.
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Library Management

✤ There are four different classpaths:
✤ Compile - interfaces
✤ Run - implementations
✤ Compile Tests
✤ Run Tests

✤ Source code editing uses the Compile classpath.
✤ Keeps your implementation from depending on JUnit.
✤ Don’t plaster the classpath until your project compiles!
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Library Management

✤ Following can be added to the classpath:
✤ Other projects (don’t have to be open)
✤ Library
✤ JAR/Folder

✤ If the other project is a Free Form project, it must define its output. 
✤ Classpath entries can be ordered! Order is important if you have 

duplicate classes/versions.
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Library Management

✤ Projects can depend upon other projects.
✤ Modularizing project is a good practice:

✤ Splits a codebase up into manageable pieces.
✤ Reduces overall build time.
✤ Reduces IDE overhead. 
✤ Promotes good design.

✤ Challenges:
✤ Managing versioning
✤ Keeping the projects in sync
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Library Management

✤ NetBeans does NOT export libraries.

✤ If Project A depends upon Project B.

✤ Project B depends upon Lucene.jar

✤ Lucene.jar will need to be added to Project A.

✤ Note: Maven gets around this problem.
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Compiling
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Packaging
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Run Settings
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Java Web Start
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Java Web Start

✤ Enabling Java Web Start will result in additional files being added to 
the project:
✤ master-application.jnlp
✤ preview-application.html
✤ nbproject/jnlp-impl.jnlp
✤ nbproject/configs/JWS_generated.properties
✤ nbproject/private/config.properties

✤ The dist directory will contain the final populated jnlp file.
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Profiling Standard Project

✤ Version 6.x would create a new Ant script:

✤ Create a nbproject/profiler-build-impl.xml

✤ Copy build.xml to build-before-profiler.xml

✤ Create a new build.xml file.

✤ Version 7 (beta) does not create additional files.
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Recap Standard Project

✤ What is the nbproject directory?

✤ Where settings that are machine specific stored?

✤ Which classpath would you place a JPA provider on?

✤ What is the purpose of the shared libraries setting?

✤ What does the source/binary format setting control?

✤ What’s the difference between the dist and build directories?
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Importing Eclipse Projects
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Eclipse Import - Java SE
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Eclipse Import - Java SE

✤ Client depends upon Common project

✤ Common project exports its dependencies

✤ JFugue

✤ Apache Log4j

✤ Client does not directly include dependencies from Common.

✤ Both Common and Client are in the same workspace.
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Eclipse Import - Java SE
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Eclipse Import - Java SE
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Eclipse Import - Java SE
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Eclipse Import - Java SE

Project Imported Successfully!
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Eclipse Import - Java SE

✤ Creates a project for every project in workspace.

✤ Each project get a copy of the dependencies.

✤ Project dependency graph re-created.

✤ Creates a NetBeans project structure including:

✤ nbproject folder

✤ build.xml
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Eclipse Import - Java SE
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Eclipse Import - Java SE

How does NetBeans know it is an Eclipse project?
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Eclipse Import - Web

✤ Dynamic web project

✤ Java EE 6

✤ Glassfish

✤ Java 6
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Eclipse Import - Web
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Eclipse Import - Web

✤ Project is imported as a NetBeans 
web project.

✤ NetBeans Ant scripts are generated.

✤ Deployment ant script is generated.
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Eclipse Import Summary

✤ Good for simple projects.

✤ Many Eclipse plugins aren’t supported.

✤ Synchronization is one way - modifications made to the NetBeans 
project are not synced to the Eclipse project.

✤ Eclipse project can be resynchronized via File | Import Project | 
Resynchronize Eclipse Projects
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Using Free Form Projects
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Free Form Projects

✤ Project type for projects that already have a highly customized Ant 
build script.

✤ NetBeans invokes the build script for building/running/debugging 
etc.

✤ Dependencies are added in NetBeans to support the code editor.

✤ NetBeans delegates to the Ant build script for all build operations.
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Free Form Projects

Free Form Project Types:
✤ Java Free Form Project
✤ Web Free Form Application
✤ Not to be confused with “Project with Existing Source”:

✤ Java Project with Existing Sources
✤ Web Application with Existing Sources
✤ Enterprise Application with Existing Sources
✤ Enterprise Application Client with Existing Sources
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Free Form Projects

✤ Pros:
✤ Most flexible project type.
✤ Re-use an existing Ant build script.
✤ Good choice for “legacy projects.”

✤ Cons:
✤ You are managing the build process.
✤ Cannot depend upon another project.
✤ Must define the output if to be used by another project.
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Free Form Projects

✤ Demo using JMol (http://
jmol.sourceforge.net/)

✤ Renders molecular structures. (http://
www.pdb.org)

✤ Open source: svn co https://
jmol.svn.sourceforge.net/svnroot/jmol/
trunk/Jmol Jmol

✤ Self contained project using an Ant build 
file.

✤ Includes numerous JUnit tests.
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Free Form Project
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Free Form Project
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Free Form Project
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Free Form Project
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Free Form Project
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Free Form Project

File
Window

Context 
Menu
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Free Form Project

project.xml
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Free Form Project

ide-targets.xml

http://netbeans.org/kb/articles/freeform-config.html
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Starting with Maven
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Starting with Maven

✤ Maven is much more than a build tool.
✤ Defined project structures and build structure.
✤ Dependency management

✤ NetBeans has excellent support for Maven based projects.
✤ Maven 3
✤ Repository browsing/searching
✤ pom is supported as a project file format

✤ It is a challenge to migrate legacy projects. 
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Maven Projects

✤ Java Application

✤ Web Application

✤ EJB Module

✤ Enterprise Application

✤ OSGI Bundle

✤ NetBeans Module

✤ NetBeans Module Suite

✤ NetBeans Application

✤ POM Project

✤ Project from Archetype

✤ Project with Existing POM

11 different Maven project types:
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Maven Web Project
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Maven Web Project
Project Files pom.xml

~/.m2/.settings.xml
(global)
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Maven Web Project

✤ mvn install

✤ mvn clean install

✤ mvn --also-make --projects 
net.cuprak:WebProject install

✤ mvn clean

✤ mvn generate-sources javadoc:javadoc
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Maven Web Project 

✤ mvn -Dnetbeans.deploy=true package

✤ mvn" -Dnetbeans.deploy=true -
Dnetbeans.deploy.debugmode=true 
package

✤ mvn -Dnetbeans.deploy=true -
Dnetbeans.deploy.profilemode=true 
package

✤ mvn test

-Dnetbeans.deploy works only in NetBeans.
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Maven Dependency Graph
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Dependency Management
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Dependency Management

Hibernate should be a runtime dependency.
What’s wrong with this picture?
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Browsing Dependencies
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Maven Project Properties
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NetBeans Projects

Summary:

✤ Eclipse import good for simple projects.

✤ Free-form projects for projects that already have a highly customized 
build.

✤ NetBeans projects (Ant) for quick prototyping and experimentation.

✤ Maven based projects for new development.
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Test

How are source files associated with a specific JAR file that has been added a project?
A. Right click on the JAR file in the Projects’ Window and select “Associate Source.”
B. Copy the library’s source into the source directory of the project.
C. On the Libraries Category in Project Properties, select the JAR file and choose “Edit”. 
D. Both A and B
E. Both B and C
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My Other Sessions

✤ Patterns and Best Practices for CDI

✤ Hilton San Francisco - Plaza A/B

✤ Wednesday 15:00 - 16:00
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Q&A

✤ Code samples/sides: www.cuprak.net

✤ Questions: rcuprak@gmail.com

✤ NetBeans Platform Training next week in San Francisco.
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